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******************************************************************************* 
I. Introduction 
******************************************************************************* 

On September 30, 2003, I was playing a clone of the arcade version of Frogger  
(found at http://www.tripletsandus.com/80s/80s_games/frogger2.htm if you want  
to play it) when I got the idea to play the Playstation version. Since Frogger  
for the Playstation is a difficult game, I figured that I might need an FAQ for  
it. So, I went to GameFAQs to see if there were any walkthroughs for the game,  
and there was one. However, at the time, it only covered Zone 1 and the first  
level in Zone 2, and it hadn't been updated in over three years. So, I decided  
that I should write my own guide for the game. 

My decision to write this FAQ was not influenced solely by the fact that there  
were no comprehensive or complete walkthroughs for this game on GameFAQs. The  
other main reason I chose to write this guide was my desire to help others with  
this game by providing a complete walkthrough for it. 

Since this is my first FAQ for GameFAQs, I have most likely made a mistake or  
two here and there. If I have made any mistakes, see Section XIII - Additional  
Help for more information.  

******************************************************************************* 
II. Version History 
******************************************************************************* 

Version 1.0 (10-14-2003) - FAQ/Walkthrough complete. 
Version 1.1 (10-18-2003) - Various parts fixed, IGN is now allowed to host this  
guide.  
Version 1.2 (7-4-2004) - Haven't worked on this in 8 and a half months, wow @_@  
Anyway, I just updated a part in the Codes section. Nothing major.  



Version 1.3 (5-15-2008) - o.o This guide is old... just updating my e-mail 
address, since the old one doesn't work anymore. 

******************************************************************************* 
III. Story
******************************************************************************* 
(From the manual) 

Long ago, Game Over, the ruler of all that is evil in good games, finally  
squished the last extra life of Frogger(R), putting an end to his persistent  
hopping fun. While Frogger's been gone, hundreds of baby frogs have lost their  
way trying to take his place in the dangerous Frogger(R) game world. Now,  
Frogger(R) has been brought back - to hop his way through 9 spectacular 3-D  
worlds. His mission, to rescue over 175 lost baby frogs. Once again, he looks  
to you, The Player, to help him out. HOP TO IT! 

******************************************************************************* 
IV. How to Play 
******************************************************************************* 

You, the player, play the role of Frogger. You must go through 9 zones and 33  
levels. In each level, you must rescue 5 baby frogs, for a total of 165 baby  
frogs in the game. 

In Frogger, you can select which level you want to play. To select a level,  
scroll up and down the level stack by using the D-pad Up and D-pad Down  
buttons. However, when you start a new game, only the first level in each of  
Zones 1 through 4 are unlocked. When you complete a level, you unlock the next  
level in that zone. You can either move on to the next level or go back to the  
level selection screen. When you complete the last level in a zone, you get a  
little congratulatory screen, then you go back to the level selection screen. 

On the level selection screen, the levels that you have completed are brighter  
than the levels you have not completed. Also, on the level selection screen,  
the zones that are unlocked are in color, while the zones that aren't unlocked  
are in black and white. 

There is also one level in each zone that contains a special Yellow Frog.  
Finding a Yellow Frog will unlock a new zone for you to explore. Try to find  
them all! 

******************************************************************************* 
V. General Game Information 
******************************************************************************* 

You start the game with 3 lives. The game ends when you lose all of your lives.  
Getting 10,000 points or eating a Frog Fly will get you an extra life. You can  
have a maximum of 10 lives. 

When you complete a level, your score and number of lives carry over to the  
next level you choose. Your score resets to 0 only when you get a Game Over  
screen. 

In each level, Time Flies regenerate when you restart the level. For all other  
insects, though, once you eat them, they don't replenish until you restart the  
level entirely. 

Once you unlock a level/zone, that level/zone stays unlocked until you either  
turn off your Playstation or load Frogger data without saving first. It is a  
good idea to save often. 



You can increase your score by eating insects and by finding baby frogs faster.  
Hop to it!

Once the timer has 10 seconds remaining, the clock starts ticking. Better hurry  
up before time runs out! 

You can die in the following ways: 
   -Getting hit by an enemy 
   -Running out of time 
   -Falling from too great a height 
   -Falling into water/lava/etc. 
   -Being taken "out of bounds"  

Menus

Main Menu 

Start (1-Player Game) 
Race (2-Player Game) 
Options 

Options Menu 

Exit 
View High Scores 
Load Frogger Data 
Save Frogger Data 
Control Configuration 
Music Volume 
SFX Volume

******************************************************************************* 
VI. Controls 
******************************************************************************* 

Gameplay 

Button           Action 

D-pad Left       Hop left 
D-pad Right      Hop right 
D-pad Up         Hop up/forward 
D-pad Down       Hop down/back 
X                Superhop 
Square           Heat-seeking tongue 
Circle           Super croak 
L2               Rotate camera counterclockwise 
R2               Rotate camera clockwise 
Start            Pause/Unpause 
Select           Quit game (at Pause screen) 

Menus

Button           Action 

X                Confirm selection 
Triangle         Go back a screen (for most menus 
D-pad buttons    Switch selections 



******************************************************************************* 
VII. Scoring 
******************************************************************************* 

Hop: 5 points 
Superhop: 10 points 
Several consecutive hops: 50 points 
Regular Frog: 500 points 
Purple Female Frog (Zone 1 only): 500 points 
Yellow Frog: 1000 points 
Time Bonus: 100 points per second remaining 
Eating flies: Varies 
Non-glowing firefly (Cave levels): 250 points  

******************************************************************************* 
VIII. Insect List 
******************************************************************************* 

1. Insect: Time Fly 
   Effect: Time bonus (Green - 2 seconds, Silver - 5 seconds, Gold - 10  
   seconds) 
   Description: Round body, mostly one-colored 
   Body Color: Varies  

2. Insect: Fly 
   Effect: Score bonus (More information at the end of Section IX) 
   Description: Rounded rectangular body, two-colored 
   Body Color: Varies 

3. Insect: Butterfly 
   Effect: Score bonus 
   Description: One-colored, polygonal-shaped 
   Body Color: Varies 

4. Insect: Lose Points 
   Effect: -500 points 
   Description: Looks like a fly, but is red and has a shorter body 
   Body Color: Red 

5. Insect: Lose Time 
   Effect: Time runs out faster 
   Description: Looks like a Time Fly, but is red 
   Body Color: Red 

6. Insect: Frog Fly 
   Effect: Extra life 
   Description: Frog-shaped, flashes multiple colors 
   Body Color: Many 

7. Insect: Autohop 
   Effect: Automatically hop for 10 seconds by holding down D-pad 
   Description: Green grasshopper  
   Body Color: Green  

8. Insect: Super Tongue 
   Effect: Double Frogger's tongue range for 15 seconds 
   Description: Worm 
   Body Color: Peach 

9. Insect: Quick Jump 



   Effect: Double Frogger's speed for 8 seconds 
   Description: Gray grasshopper 
   Body Color: Gray 

10. Insect: Firefly 
    Effect: Increase light in cave levels 
    Description: Looks somewhat like a light bulb 
    Body Color: White 

Fly List 

Score: 10 
Body Color: Yellow/Red 

Score: 25 
Body Color: Green/Blue 

Score: 50 
Body Color: Blue/Red 

Score: 100
Body Color: Yellow/Pink 

Score: 200
Body Color: Green/Red 

Score: 500
Body Color: Blue/Pink 

Score: 1000 
Body Color: Yellow/Red/Pink 

Score: 5000 
Body Color: Blue/Red/Pink 

******************************************************************************* 
IX. Tips/Hints 
******************************************************************************* 

Pay attention to the patterns of the enemies' movements. Use your knowledge of  
these movements to plan a path to the goal. 

If you croak when you're in the vicinity of one of the baby frogs, you'll hear  
a small "reply" croak. 

Croaking in the cave levels will brighten the surrounding area for a short  
period of time. 

To boost your score/lives, simply play the same level over and over again. 

Practice makes perfect. 

******************************************************************************* 
X. Walkthrough 
******************************************************************************* 

=============================================================================== 
0. Notes on the Walkthrough 
=============================================================================== 



Unless otherwise noted, at the start of the level, the cardinal directions are  
oriented as follows: 

   N 
 W   E 
   S 

It is advisable to rotate the camera as directed in the walkthrough in order to  
make following this walkthrough easier for you. 

The suggested frog order in each level is merely a suggestion. You don't have  
to follow that exact order, but in most cases, following it will be helpful to  
you. 

You should play the levels themselves first before consulting this walkthrough.  
Doing so can help you get better acquainted with the level, making it easier to  
follow this walkthrough. 

=============================================================================== 
1. Zone 1 - Retro Zone (Truck) - 5 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 1-1 - Retro Level 1 
Level 1-2 - Retro Level 2 
Level 1-3 - Retro Level 3 
Level 1-4 - Retro Level 4 
Level 1-5 - Retro Level 5 (Yellow Frog Level) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Row Layout for the Retro Levels 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Baby Frogs
4 space long logs - going right 
2 turtle long platforms - going left 
6 space long logs - going right 
3 space long logs - going right 
3 turtle long platforms - going left 
Riverbank 
Frogger trucks - going left 
Blue cars - going right 
Purple cars - going left 
Bulldozers - going right 
Red trucks - going left 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Frog Layout for the Retro Levels 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Green    Orange    Purple    Blue    Red 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 1-1 - Retro Level 1 (Time: 25 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vehicles, turtles, and logs are slow for the most part in this level. Traffic  
is thin, and the river is easily passed. 

This level shouldn't be too hard since the only hazards in this level are the  
vehicles and the river. 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 1-2 - Retro Level 2 (Time: 20 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vehicles, turtles, and logs move at about the same speed as in Retro Level 1.  
Traffic is a bit heavier, and logs and turtles are about as frequent as they  
are in Retro Level 1. 

There are two new hazards in this level: 1. On the uppermost row in the river,  
there will occasionally be a crocodile instead of a log. Treat it like a normal  
log, but don't jump on its head or you will lose a life. 2. Sometimes there  
will be a crocodile head where one of the baby frogs are. If the head only  
protrudes halfway, then it's still safe to get that frog, but beware: it could  
protrude fully at any second, and at that point it is no longer safe to get  
that frog.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c. Level 1-3 - Retro Level 3 (Time: 30 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vehicles, turtles, and logs are a bit faster than in the first two levels.  
Traffic is somewhat heavier than in Retro Level 2, and turtles and logs aren't  
quite as frequent as they are in the first two levels. 

The two hazards introduced in Retro Level 2 (crocodile logs and crocodile  
heads) are present in this level as well. 

Three more hazards are introduced in this level: 1. On every third log in the  
middle row of the river, there is a snake moving back and forth. Avoid it like  
the plague. 2. During the entire level, a snake moves back and forth along the  
riverbank. It will kill you as well, so you must avoid it at all costs. 3.  
Occasionally, an otter will come swimming from the left side of the screen in  
the middle row of the river and attack the first log it encounters. Stay away  
from the leftmost space on the log to avoid the otter's attack. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d. Level 1-4 - Retro Level 4 (Time: 24 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Vehicles, turtles, and logs move at about the same speed as in Retro Level 3.  
Traffic is heavier than in Retro Level 3, and turtles and logs are less  
frequent than in the previous three levels. 

All hazards present in the first three levels are present in this level. 

Otter attacks occur more frequently than in Retro Level 3, and now logs in the  
second row from the bottom are subject to the wrath of the otters as well as  
logs in the middle row. 

In the middle row, every other log has a snake on it. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
e. Level 1-5 - Retro Level 5 (Time: 30 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vehicles, turtles, and logs move at about the same speed as in Retro Level 4.  
Traffic is heaviest in this level, and turtles and logs are about as frequent  
as they are in Retro Level 4. 



This level has the most hazards of the retro levels. 

The top row in the river consists entirely of crocodiles. 

In conjunction with attacking the bottom two rows of logs from the left, otters  
also attack the bottom row of turtles from the right. 

As in Retro Level 4, every other log in the middle row has a snake on it. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes on Zone 1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Each level in Zone 1 has the same layout, just like that of the arcade game. 

On the lowermost row of logs in the river, there will occasionally be a purple  
femal frog that you can carry with you to the goal to increase your score. 

There is no suggested frog order for any of the levels in Zone 1, so just get  
them in whatever order is convenient for you. 

Remember, if you go off the side of the level, you lose a life. 

Try to map out a path through the level if possible. 

Try your hardest not to get in a position where you are cornered. 

Be careful not to hit the spikes surrounding the baby frogs. 

Flies sometimes appear in the areas that the frogs are in, so eat them for  
extra points. 

The turtles that go underwater are slightly bluer than the "safe" turtles. 

Try to get the leftmost frog (Green) as early as possible. 

=============================================================================== 
2. Zone 2 - Lily Islands Zone (Lily Pad) - 5 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 2-1 - Lily Islands 
Level 2-2 - Bow Wow Falls 
Level 2-3 - Mower Mania 
Level 2-4 - Spinning Lilies (Yellow Frog Level) 
Level 2-5 - Bow Wow Revenge 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 2-1 - Lily Islands (Time: 60 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Green
Red 
Orange 
Blue 
Purple 

Frog Walkthroughs 



Green: Hop onto the log that floats by. Wait until you see a large island to  
the north, then do either one of two things: 1. Wait until the log you are on  
makes a U-turn, then rotate the camera 180 degrees, hop onto the next log to  
the north, and hop north onto the island. 2. Hop north across the other two  
logs and onto the island. When you reach the island, continue north and jump  
onto the log floating by. Then, go north across the six sets of turtles and  
onto dry land. From there, go north to the road and go west until you reach an  
opening with the Green Frog, being mindful of traffic. To get past the traffic  
here, stay in the southernmost lane until you reach the opening. Then,  
carefully make your way north to the Green Frog. 

Red: Follow the same route as in the Green Frog walkthrough, except instead of  
heading into the first opening, go all the way west to the end of the road.  
From there, go north into the opening to get the Red Frog. 

Orange: Take the Green Frog route, but this time go east instead of west. To  
dodge the traffic here, stay in the middle lane, going south when necessary to  
avoid the speedy orange cars. Keep going east, being mindful of traffic, until  
you see an opening to the north, where the Orange Frog is located. 

Blue: Head to the main islands as you did to get the first three frogs. This  
time, instead of going north, go east across the log, the lily pads, and onto  
another log. It is recommended that you hop onto one of the stationary lily  
pads to make the jump to the other log as easy as possible. Stay on the other  
log until you see a path of lily pads. Take that path to the platform  
containing the Blue Frog. 

Purple: Follow the same route as in the Blue Frog walkthrough, except when you  
jump onto the log from the lily pads, wait for another log to float by, then  
hop onto it. From this log, jump onto the island it goes around, then superhop  
onto the mountain in the middle of the island. Go all the way to the top, then  
wait for a bird to fly by. Jump onto the bird and take it all the way to the  
Purple Frog. 

Level Notes 

Lily Islands is the first "non-retro" level in the game. This level shouldn't  
be too hard with a little practice. Just be mindful of the fact that the camera  
automatically rotates when you are on an object that changes directions while  
you're on it. Rotate the camera to make yourself as comfortable as possible. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 2-2 - Bow Wow Falls (Time: 45 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Green
Orange 
Purple 
Blue 
Red 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Green: Head north and cross both parts of the road. At the riverbank, head east  
and north, being careful not to get hit by the mower, rotate the camera  
clockwise (R2 button) and wait for a log or a set of turtles to float by. Hop  
across the river to the island in the middle, then head west (forward) and hop  
onto a swan swimming by. Ride it until you reach the island with the mower,  



then hop onto the island (watch out for the mower) and get the Green Frog. 

Orange: Take the Green Frog route, but this time take the swan all the way to  
the island on the opposite side of the Green Frog. Go toward the cliff and  
rotate the camera so you can see the Orange Frog above you. Making sure you're  
facing the cliff, execute a superhop to get the Orange Frog. 

Purple: Cross the road and head west up the incline. Then, head north and cross  
the bridge to the next area. In this part, there are five pair of doghouses,  
each with a dog moving back and forth between them. The second and fourth rows  
from the bottom are "safety" rows, so keep that in mind. To get past this part,  
simply avoid the dogs and hop across. Once you make it across, rescue the  
Purple Frog sitting in the middle of the ledge. 

Blue: Follow the same route as in the Purple Frog walkthrough. When you get  
past the doghouses, head north to the edge of the cliff and jump on the balloon  
moving back and forth. From there, jump onto another balloon and take it to a  
tree platform. There, wait for a bird to fly by. Hop onto the bird when it  
flies by and take it to a raised area. Here, go around and execute a series of  
superhops onto the mountain in the middle to reach the Blue Frog. 

Red: Take the Blue Frog route up to the plateau with the Blue Frog. In that  
area, go around the back and jump onto the balloon floating by. Ride it to the  
tree platform containing the Red Frog. 

Level Notes 

Bow Wow Falls is slightly harder than Lily Islands, but it is still fairly easy  
to learn with enough practice. For the most part, timing is everything in this  
level. Speed is a key to getting past the doghouses safely. If you stay on the  
logs or turtles for too long, you will lose a life. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c. Level 2-3 - Mower Mania (Time: 50 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Orange 
Purple 
Blue 
Red 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Orange: Begin by going north. Wait for two consecutive mowers to pass by, then  
go as fast as possible to the east. If done correctly and quickly enough, you  
won't have to worry about getting hit by mowers in that area. When you reach  
the end of that road, head north, then west into the open area with several  
mowers. When traffic permits, go into the area, then go north, east, and north  
(watch out for the mower here - go back south if you reach the mower before you  
reach a safe spot). Then, head east in the area with the parallel mowers and go  
south to find a mower going counterclockwise around a tree. Pass that mower and  
continue south to the Orange Frog. 

Purple: Follow the path for the Orange Frog walkthrough until you reach the  
open area. Head west through the path leading out of the open area and take the  
first path north while watching out for mowers. Continue going north until you  
reach the Purple Frog. 



Blue: Follow the same route as in the Purple Frog walkthrough, but instead of  
taking the first path north, go west and take the first major path north after  
the Purple Frog path, being mindful of the mowers. Get past the three mowers  
moving east-west, and continue north past the three mowers moving in  
counterclockwise circles to the Blue Frog. 

Red: Follow the same directions from the Blue Frog walkthrough up to the first  
mower moving in a counterclockwise circle. Head east from here, passing a mower  
and entering an area with several rows of hedges. In this area, starting from  
the entrance, go east, south, east, north, east, and south to reach the Red  
Frog. As always, try to avoid the mowers. 

Green: Head north and west to an area with two mowers moving counterclockwise  
around a patch of dirt. Get around it (use the openings for safe spots) and go  
north and west to a similar area. Pass this area the same way you did the  
previous area, only this time go south and west, minding the mower moving back  
and forth in that path. Head Head west and north up to an area with two mowers  
moving counterclockwise around a flower bed. Go west from here and then go  
south to get the Green Frog. 

Level Notes 

Mower Mania can be irritating at first, but if you recognize the patterns of  
the mowers, then this level will be a piece of cake. Patience, timing, and  
speed are the keys to beating this level. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d. Level 2-4 - Spinning Lilies (Time: 60 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Green
Orange 
Blue 
Purple 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Jump onto the log floating by and jump north onto the first piece of land  
you see. Continue north to a raised platform and superhop onto it. Wait for a  
bird to fly by, then hop onto it and ride it to a tree platform. Hop off at the  
tree platform and wait for another bird to fly by. Jump onto the second bird  
and let it take you to the plateau containing the Red Frog. 

Green: Hop onto the log that floats by and wait for it to make a U-turn and  
float by a couple of spinning lily pads. Jump onto one of the lily pads and  
wait for another log to float by near the island. Carefully jump onto the log,  
then jump onto the island. Rotate the camera so that the log you just jumped  
off of is to the south, then head north. Hop across the logs, turtles, and the  
swans to reach an area with two pairs of occupied doghouses. Continue going  
north toward the road, avoiding the dogs along the way. Hop west along the  
road, avoid traffic, and head north at the opening to the area containing the  
Green Frog. 

Orange: Follow the route to the road as described in the Green Frog  
walkthrough. Head east at the road, watching out for traffic, and go north into  
the opening where the Orange Frog is located. 



Blue: Go to the first island described in the Green and Orange Frog  
walkthroughs. Head east and jump onto a log and onto one of the three spinning  
lily pads. From there, carefully jump onto a log floating by on the other side  
of the first log. Ride this log around to the other side of the other island  
and jump onto the spinning lily pad to the east of the log. Hop carefully from  
pad to pad and to the Blue Frog. 

Purple: Follow the Blue Frog walkthrough to the part where you float around the  
second island on a log. Hop onto another log closer to the island and then jump  
onto the island, being careful not to be run over by a mower. Superhop onto the  
raised area and head to the top. There, wait for a bird to fly by and take it  
to the Purple Frog. 

Level Notes 

Spinning Lilies is a modified version of Lily Islands. Some parts of Spinning  
Lilies are not present in Lily Islands; for example, the doghouses on the  
southern part of the northern piece of land in Lily Islands are vacant, but the  
doghouses in that same area in Spinning Lilies are not. The main aspect that  
gives Spinning Lilies its name is the fact that most of the lily pad platforms  
in this level are spinning (naturally). Simply put, Spinning Lilies is a more  
difficult version of Lily Islands, but it shouldn't be too hard. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
e. Level 2-5 - Bow Wow Revenge (Time: 40 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Green
Orange 
Purple 
Blue 
Red 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Green: Head north and cross both parts of the road. When you get to the  
riverbank, go east and north to stay out of the mower's path. Hop across the  
river across the logs and turtles to the other side and head west (forward) to  
the edge with swans floating nearby. Jump onto one of the swans and ride it to  
a piece of land with a mower and the Green Frog. Avoid the mower and rescue the  
Green Frog. 

Orange: Head to the strip of land on the other side of the riverbank like you  
did in the Green Frog walkthrough, then head north (right) and then west  
(forward) to the cliff and face the Orange Frog, which is sitting inside a  
cave, above you. Superhop to rescue the Orange Frog. 

Purple: Cross the road and head west up the incline. Head north across the  
bridge to a doghouse area exactly like the one in Bow Wow Falls. Go north  
through the area, avoiding the dogs of course, and get the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Go to the area where the Purple Frog used to be and head to the north  
edge of the cliff. Hop onto the balloon moving in a circle. From there, go east  
from balloon to balloon and hop onto the plateau with the raised platforms  
leading to the Blue Frog. Being wary of the mower, hop to the safe spot in the  
corner of the raised platforms, then superhop onto each platform to get the  
Blue Frog.



Red: Take the Blue Frog route up to the plateau with the platforms leading to  
the Blue Frog. Go to the other side of the platforms, being careful not to get  
hit by the mower, and jump onto the balloon floating by the edge. Take the  
balloon to the tree platform containing the Red Frog. Congratulations, you have  
completed Zone 2! 

Level Notes 

Bow Wow Revenge, like Spinning Lilies, is a more difficult version of a  
previous level. This level is a remake of Bow Wow Falls, with faster traffic  
and dogs, a slightly different level layout, and more difficult balloon  
platforms. Speed and patience are the keys to beating this level. Like in Bow  
Wow Falls, staying on the turtles or logs for too long will cause you to float  
off the screen and lose a life. 

=============================================================================== 
3. Zone 3 - Tree Zone (Leaf) - 2 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 3-1 - Honey Bee Hollow 
Level 3-2 - Canopy Capers (Yellow Frog Level) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 3-1 - Honey Bee Hollow (Time: 25 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Blue 
Purple 
Orange 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: The keyword for this level is SPEED. Start out by going north and east,  
making sure not to run into any tree stumps or beehives. Make sure you go as  
fast as possible to avoid the bees. Keep going north and east until you reach a  
bridge. Head north at the bridge and continue going north to the Red Frog. 

Blue: The Blue Frog is several spaces west of the Red Frog. Take the Red Frog  
route to the space just south of the Red Frog's circle, then head west, north,  
and west to get the Blue Frog. 

Purple: Take the Blue Frog route, this time going further west to get the  
Purple Frog. 

Orange: Go all the way west of the Purple Frog's spot, then head south to get  
th Orange Frog. 

Green: Take the Orange Frog route, but go all the way south to reach the Green  
Frog.

Level Notes 

Honey Bee Hollow is all about one thing: SPEED. You must go as fast as you  
possibly can to outrun the bees. Fortunately, this level is fairly linear, and  
is easily beaten after enough practice. Just make sure not to run into a tree  



stump or the bees will gain on you. If you go north and west at the start, you  
can find a Quick Hop bug to help you. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 3-2 - Canopy Capers (Time: 45 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Blue 
Orange 
Red 
Green
Purple 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Blue: Go north and east and head to the east branch. Wait for an owl to fly  
into the gap, then hop across it to the series of falling branches. Jump across  
the falling branches, being careful not to get hit by one of the pink birds.  
When you cross the falling branches, rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button)  
and go south across the next series of branches over the river, avoiding the  
birds that fly back and forth. When you cross over the river, go west on the  
log, evade the bird flying in a circle, and get the Blue Frog to the north of  
you. 

Orange: Go south. Use the owl to bridge the gap between the branch and the  
bridge (watch out for squirrels). Head west to the end of the bridge and wait  
for an owl to fly by below. Hop onto the owl and ride it to the platform  
containing the Orange Frog. 

Red: Take the Orange Frog route, but this time drop to the ground once you're  
at a safe height. Rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button), then head all the  
way west and all the way south, avoiding the hedgehog-like creatures along the  
way. When you get to the end of the path, superhop to get the Red Frog. 

Green: Take the Red Frog path, but this time, head southeast, crossing the  
river. When you cross the river, superhop onto either of the tree stumps beside  
the log you used to cross the river. Hop onto the log and go west. Wait until  
the path is safe, then head north and west to reach the Green Frog. 

Purple: Take the Orange Frog route again, but when you hop onto the owl, ride  
it to the side opposite the Orange Frog platform. Rotate the camera  
counterclockwise (L2 button) and head north across the falling branches, being  
wary of the bird. Note: If you stay on the falling branches here for too long,  
you'll fall. Go north on the fifth falling branch, making sure you're directly  
over the last branch when the branch you're sitting on falls. When you land on  
the last branch, go east and hop onto the owl that flies by. Ride the owl to a  
set of branches with a pair of squirrels and the Purple Frog. Race past the  
squirrels, save the Purple Frog, and rejoice in your completion of Zone 3! 

Level Notes 

Canopy Capers is a very annoying level at first, but once you play it enough,  
you should get a feel for the level and it shouldn't be that hard for you. Make  
note of the patterns of the enemies and use that information to your advantage.  
If you fall from too high an altitude, you will lose a life, so make sure that  
you are at a safe height before dropping down. Patience is the key to winning  
here.



=============================================================================== 
4. Zone 4 - Machinery Zone (Metal Gears) - 3 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 4-1 - Scorching Switches (Yellow Frog Level) 
Level 4-2 - Platform Madness 
Level 4-3 - Lava Crush 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 4-1 - Scorching Switches (Time: 40 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Purple 
Red 
Blue 
Orange 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Purple: Hop north and press the button to activate the moving platform. Head  
east onto the rotating platforms and wiat for the moving platform to move by on  
the north side of the rotating platforms. Jump onto the moving platform, then  
wait and jump north onto a second set of rotating platforms. Hop onto the ledge  
to the west and get the Purple Frog 

Red: Hop east onto the rotating platforms, then east again onto another set of  
rotating platforms. Activate the moving platform to the northeast by hitting  
the switch to the north of the current set of rotating platforms. Once you hit  
the switch, jump back onto the rotating platforms and go to the lone platform  
to the east. Jump onto the moving platform you just activated, then head north  
across the platforms and rotating platforms to the Red Frog. 

Blue: Do basically the same thing you did to get the Red Frog, but this time  
head west instead of east. 

Orange: Follow the Red Frog walkthrough until you reach the first set of  
rotating platforms going north. From there, hop onto the platform to the west.  
Jump onto the rotating platform to the west, then hop onto the ledge to the  
north. From there, head to the Orange Frog. 

Green: Take the Orange Frog's route up to the circle formerly containing the  
Orange Frog. Then, hop south, activate the moving platform in the middle of the  
level, and head back to the set of rotating platforms. Jump onto the rotating  
platform, then hop onto the moving platform to the west when appropriate. Ride  
the platform to the Green Frog. 

Level Notes 

Scorching Switches is a symmetric level for the most part. It should be fairly  
easy to beat. This level also has the easiest Yellow Frog location in the  
entire game. Timing is the most important key to beating this level. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 4-2 - Platform Madness (Time: 60 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 



Green
Red 
Orange 
Purple 
Blue 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Green: Hop along the path of platforms until you reach the second "solid"  
platform you come across. From there, head south and west, avoiding the huge  
boxes, to get the Green Frog. 

Red: Head to the solid platform again, then go to the east, landing on a  
switch. Hop one space to the east, then head south. You can rotate the camera  
to help avoid the box to the south. Head south to the solid platform, rotate  
the camera back to its original position, and head east. Go down the stairway  
of platforms to get to the Red Frog. 

Orange: Take the Red Frog route to the two switches. Make sure both switches  
are on, then head north and wait for the first moving platform to come by. Jump  
onto the moving platform, then jump west onto the other moving platform when it  
comes by. Take that platform to the Orange Frog. 

Purple: Go to where you rescued the Orange Frog, then go south, activating the  
moving platform to the south. Hop onto it and take it to the switch to the  
west. Jump onto the switch, which activates the east-west moving platform to  
the south. Hop onto this moving platform, then hit all three switches to the  
south, activating the three moving platforms to the south. Take these platforms  
to get the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Take the Orange Frog route, then head north at where you got the Orange  
Frog. Hit the switch, then go west down the path and jump onto the north-south  
moving platform. Wait for the east-west moving platform to come by at the same  
time your current moving platform is at its southernmost position, then hop  
onto it. Take the east-west moving platform to a set of platforms that  
resembles a spiral staircaise. Then, go down the spiral staircase, head west,  
quickly activate the last moving platform, then head north and east at the  
split just east of the switch. Jump on the moving platform and ride it to the  
Blue Frog.

Level Notes 

Platform Madness can be frustrating at first, but if you plan out a route to  
each frog, then you'll have a better chance of beating this level. The white  
platforms that look like pairs of rectangles open up a few seconds after you  
step on them, so be fast here. Timing and patience will help you win here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c. Level 4-3 - Lava Crush (Time: 60 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Orange 
Blue 
Purple 
Red 
Green



Frog Walkthroughs 

Orange: Head north, being careful not to get hit by the rocks. When you get to  
the split (the paths to all frogs go through here), head all the way west.  
Rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button) to make this area easier. Head right,  
being careful not to get crushed by the boxes here. Each box here alternates up  
and down. Go to the right of the rightmost box that goes up and down, then when  
the box above you is low, hop left onto the first box then right onto the other  
box. From there, hop right and toward the screen to get the Orange Frog. 

Blue: Take the same route you took to get the Orange Frog, and continue going  
right after the box part. In this next part, there is a 3x3 set of platforms.  
The platforms each submerge into the lava below as follows: 

XXX 
XXX 
XXX 

Stage 1 

 X 
X X 
 X 

Stage 2 

X X 
 X 
X X 

Stage 3 

Head to the upper right corner and hop right to get the Blue Frog. 

Purple: At the split in the first part of the level, go all the way east.  
Rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2 button) and you will see a set of boxes  
similar to the ones in the Orange Frog walkthrough. Hop left onto the first box  
that goes all the way down when the box to the right of it is low. From there,  
hop right onto the other box, then head to the Purple Frog. 

Red: Follow the Purple Frog route, but this time, go all the way left. Reach  
the ledge overhead by doing the same thing you did to get the Orange and Blue  
Frogs. Head left, and you'll come across a set of platforms identical to the  
set of platforms you had to cross to get the Blue Frog. Here, go to the lower  
left corner and hop left to get the Red Frog. 

Green: Head to the split. Now, the center of the level is described like this: 

2 - - - - - * - - - - - 5 
X - - - - - C - - - - - X 
X - - - - - - - - X - - X 
X - - - - - - - - - - - X 
X - - - C - - - - - E D X 
X - - - 3 - - - - - - - X 
X - B - - - - - - - - - X 
1 A - - - - - - - - - - 4 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

- = Lava 
X = Land 



1 = Switch (switch 1 activates all moving platforms marked A, and so on) 
A = Moving platform 
* = Green Frog 

Here is how to get the Green Frog: 

First, head west at the split. Go north and activate the A platform (switch 1).  
Keep going north, rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button), and activate the B  
platform (switch 2). By now, the A platform should be near you, so hop on it  
and ride it to the other side of the boxes. When you get close enough, quickly  
deactivate the A platform so you can easily jump onto the B platform from it.  
Rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2 button). When you hop onto the B  
platform, wait until switch 3 is to your north, then jump on it and activate  
the C platforms. Hop onto the south C platform and ride it all the way to the D  
and E platforms. Head east, onto land. Rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2  
button), then head left to hit switch 5 and activate the E platform. Hop onto  
the D platform and wait for the E platform to move by. Hop onto the E platform,  
rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button), and ride the E platform to the small  
platform in the middle of the lava. Wait for the north C platform to come by,  
then hop onto it and take it to the Green Frog. Congratulations, you've beaten  
Zone 4! 

Level Notes 

Lava Crush is an interesting level to say the least. Timing, patience, and  
practice are the keys to beating this level. Try to note the patterns of the  
objects in this level as well. You might have problems with this level at  
first, but as in most other levels in this game, practice makes perfect. 

=============================================================================== 
5. Zone 5 - Cave Zone (Bat) - 3 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 5-1 - Dark Dark Cavern 
Level 5-2 - Frogger Goes Skiing 
Level 5-3 - Webs Cavern (Yellow Frog Level) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 5-1 - Dark Dark Cavern (Time: 60 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Green
Orange 
Blue 
Purple 
Red 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Green: Go 1 hop west, 5 hops north, 1 hop west, 4 hops north, 3 hops west, 2  
hops north, 1 hop west, 4 hops north, 1 hop east, 2 hops north, 1 hop west, 1  
hop north, 2 hops west, and 2 hops north to get the Green Frog. 

Orange: Go 1 hop west, 5 hops north, 1 hop west, 4 hops north, 3 hops west, 2  
hops north, 1 hop east, 2 hops north, 2 hops east, 3 hops north, 1 hop west, 2  
hops north, 1 hop west, and 2 hops north to get the Orange Frog. 

Blue: Go the same way you did to get the Orange Frog, then go 4 hops east to  



get the Blue Frog. 

Purple: Take the Orange Frog route, then go 3 hops east and 2 hops south to get  
the Purple Frog. 

Red: Follow the Orange Frog route, then go 8 hops east, 1 hop south, and 4 hops  
east to get the Red Frog. 

Level Notes 

Dark Dark Cavern is the first "dark" level in the game. In this level, you can  
eat fireflies to increase your visibility for a few seconds. You can also croak  
to increase your visibility for a second or so. The tarantulas in this level  
simply move back and forth, so avoiding them shouldn't be too much of a hassle.  
This level should be a piece of cake. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 5-2 - Frogger Goes Skiing (Time: 52 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Orange 
Blue 
Purple 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Go up past a ramp, two tarantulas, another ramp, three more tarantulas,  
and another ramp. The Red Frog is behind the third ramp. 

Orange: Follow the Red Frog walkthrough. Go past the third ramp, then head  
right and then down. Head down past the ramp and then veer left. The Orange  
Frog is on a piece of land jutting out to the left. 

Blue: Follow the Orange Frog walkthrough. Go past the ledge formerly containing  
the Orange Frog, a ramp, a tarantula, and a bat. Then, ski right down the  
middle, hitting the ramp. Veer slightly to the left to get the Blue Frog. 

Purple: Follow the Blue Frog walkthrough. Go past the Blue Frog's circle, then  
go right and then up. Ski past the ramp, then move to the right side to pick up  
the Purple Frog. 

Green: Follow the Purple Frog walkthrough. Go past the spot where you got the  
Purple Frog, a bat, and three tarantulas. Ski up the ramp over the gap, then  
continue forward to the Green Frog. 

Level Notes 

Frogger Goes Skiing is the only level of its kind in the game. You cannot  
superhop or rotate the camera in this level. To veer left or right, press left  
or right on the D-pad. To speed up, press the D-pad in the direction that you  
are skiing. To slow down, press the D-pad in the direction opposite that in  
which you are skiing. In this level, speed is a huge factor. If you go too  
fast, you could end up skiing helplessly into a monster/obstacle or off the  
edge. If you go too slow, you might run out of time and/or lose bonus points  
for time. The other controls you can use here are the heat-seeking tongue and  
the super croak. As in Dark Dark Cavern, you can increase your visibility for a  



few seconds by eating fireflies, or for about a second by using the super  
croak. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c. Level 5-3 - Webs Cavern (Time: 38 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Orange 
Green
Purple 
Blue 
Red 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Orange: Go 1 hop north. Superhop 2 times, then go 8 hops west, 1 hop south, 1  
hop west, 1 hop south, 1 hop west, 4 hops south, and 4 hops east to get the  
Orange Frog. 

Green: Go 2 hops east and 3 hops north. Superhop 2 times, then go 2 hops east,  
1 hop north, 1 hop east, 1 hop south, 5 hops east, 3 hops south, 3 hops east, 2  
hops south, 4 hops west, and 1 hop north to get the Green Frog. 

Purple: Go 1 hop east, 10 hops north, and 4 hops east. Superhop 2 times, then  
go 1 hop north, 5 hops west, 1 hop north, 1 hop east, 2 hops north, 1 hop west,  
2 hops north, 1 hop east, 1 hop south, 1 hop east, 2 hops north, 1 hop west, 1  
hop north, 5 hops east, and 2 hops north to get the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Go 1 hop east, 8 hops north, 2 hops west, 2 hops north, and 2 hops west.  
Here, rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2 button), then go 5 hops west, face  
to the north, and superhop 2 times. Go 1 hop north, 5 hops west, 1 hop north, 1  
hop east, 1 hop north, 2 hops east, 1 hop north, 2 hops west, 2 hops north, 1  
hop east, 1 hop north, 1 hop west, and 2 hops north to get the Blue Frog. 

Red: Go 1 hop east, 22 hops north, 1 hop east, 1 hop north, 1 hop west, 2 hops  
north, 1 hop east, 4 hops north, 2 hops west, 1 hop north, 10 hops west, and 1  
hop north to get the Red Frog and complete Zone 5. 

Level Notes 

Webs Cavern consists of five mazes, each containing one frog. The Blue Frog and  
Red Frog mazes each contain a few tarantulas, so be mindful of them when you  
follow the walkthrough. Up the middle of the level, there is a line of bats  
flying from the south, so watch out for them as well. This level first starts  
out fully lighted, but over time the level gets gradually darker until the  
lighting is like that of Dark Dark Cavern. Of course, just like in every level  
in Zone 5, you can eat fireflies to increase your visibility for a few seconds,  
and you can increase your visibility for about a second by using the super  
croak. Webs Cavern is somewhat harder than Dark Dark Cavern, but it is still  
fairly easy compared to later levels. 

=============================================================================== 
6. Zone 6 - Cloud Zone (Cloud) - 4 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 6-1 - Looney Balloons 
Level 6-2 - Time Flies 
Level 6-3 - Loonier Balloons 



Level 6-4 - Airshow Antics (Yellow Frog Level) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 6-1 - Looney Balloons (Time: 70 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Green
Orange 
Red 
Purple 
Blue 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Green: Hop north and jump onto the bird that flies by. Ride it until you reach  
a large cloud to the north, then jump onto the cloud and head north to a set of  
red and yellow balloons. Wait for a bird to bridge the gap between the  
balloons, then hop across to get the Green Frog. 

Orange: Take the Green Frog route, then head to the north end of the cloud the  
Green Frog used to be on. Wait for a small bird to fly by, then hop onto it.  
Ride it to the first cloud you come across, then hop onto it and head south to  
get the Orange Frog. 

Red: Follow the Orange Frog walkthrough and go to the second space from the  
right end of the cloud. There, wait for a duck to fly by and "pick you up."  
Ride the duck until you pass by another duck flying slowly. Hop onto the second  
duck, rotate the camera 180 degrees, and wait for the duck to fly between two  
pairs of balloons. Hop west onto the green balloon and let it take you up to  
the cloud, then hop west onto the cloud and pick up the Red Frog. 

Purple: Go to the Orange Frog's cloud, then superhop onto one of the birds  
flying west. Take the bird to the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Take the Purple Frog route, then head south along the path of balloons to  
get the Blue Frog. 

Level Notes 

Looney Balloons is very difficult when you play it for the first time. However,  
with enough practice, you should learn this level well enough and be able to  
beat it. In this level, as well as in each level in this zone, there are three  
colors of balloons. The green balloons float up when you jump on them, and they  
continue to float up until you jump on them again or they pop. The red and  
yellow balloons float down when you hop onto them, but once you hop off of  
them, they float back up to their original positions. Don't stay on any of the  
balloons for too long, or else the balloon you're on will pop, and you'll most  
likely fall to your doom. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 6-2 - Time Flies (Time: 22 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Orange 
Green
Purple 



Red 
Blue 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Orange: This level is divided into two parts. In the first part of this level,  
make your way forward through the cloud maze. Use the pink balloons as  
shortcuts and eat every Time Fly you can find. There are 6 Time Flies  
altogether in the first part of this level. Once you make your way through the  
cloud maze, hop along the path of red and yellow balloons in the upper right- 
hand corner of the maze, then head left along the cloud path, which leads to a  
teal balloon. Pop the teal balloon, summoning a group of five geese. Hop onto  
the geese and ride them all the way down to the second part of this level.  
During the flight, eat all the Time Flies you possibly can. Once the geese stop  
flying in a spiral, hop onto the north goose and jump onto the path of red and  
yellow balloons. Head east and north here to get the Orange Frog. 

Green: Follow the Orange Frog walkthrough. When you get to the area formerly  
containing the Orange Frog, go west to get the Green Frog. 

Purple: Go through the first part of the level and the goose flight. When you  
get to the end of the goose flight, hop onto the south goose and then hop onto  
the cloud. Head south to the U-shaped cloud surrounding the Purple Frog. Go  
south across the pink balloon to reach the Purple Frog. 

Red: Take the Purple Frog path to the U-shaped cloud, then go west and south to  
get the Red Frog. 

Blue: At the U-shaped cloud, go east and south to get the Blue Frog. 

Level Notes 

Time Flies is one of the strangest levels in the game. This level is fairly  
easy if you remember to eat as many Time Flies as you possibly can. You  
shouldn't have too much of a problem with this level if you pay attention and  
don't mess up. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c. Level 6-3 - Loonier Balloons (Time: 34 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Green
Orange 
Red 
Purple 
Blue 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Green: Go north and jump onto the bird that flies by. Jump north at the first  
cloud you pass by and head to the northeastern corner of the cloud. Jump onto  
the duck that flies by on the east and take it to the next cloud. Pick up the  
Green Frog from there. 

Orange: Follow the Green Frog walkthrough, then go to the north edge of the  
Green Frog's cloud and hop onto the bird that flies by. Jump off at the next  
cloud and go south to get the Orange Frog. 



Red: Take the ORange Frog route. At the cloud formerly containing the Orange  
Frog, head to the southeast part of the cloud 1 space west off of the edge.  
There, wait for a duck to pick you up and ride the duck until it flies by a  
slower duck. Hop onto the slower duck and hop west across the balloons to the  
cloud where you pick up the Red Frog. 

Purple: Take the Orange Frog route, but this time, on the bird that takes you  
to the Orange Frog's cloud, head south onto the balloons. Make your way to the  
southwestern corner and hop back and forth between the yellow and green  
balloons until a bird flies by on the south side. Jump on the bird and take it  
to the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Take the Purple Frog route. Go to the southern edge of the Purple Frog's  
cloud and jump on the bird that flies by. Ride this bird to the Blue Frog. 

Level Notes 

Loonier Balloons is a somewhat more difficult version of Looney Balloons.  
Timing is the key to winning here. An emphasis is put on speed since you have  
only 34 seconds to get each frog. If you beat Looney Balloons easily, you  
shouldn't have too much of a problem with this level. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d. Level 6-4 - Airshow Antics (Time: 60 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Green
Orange 
Purple 
Blue 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Go north and wait for two planes to fly by side-by-side. Then, hop north  
across the plains and onto the cloud. Go west, avoiding the helicopters. When  
you get to the western edge of the cloud, head north near the pair of green  
balloons. Hop west onto the south green balloon, then take it up to the next  
pair of green balloons. Hop west onto the next green balloon, then ride it up  
to a pair of yellow balloons. When appropriate, hop twice to the west onto  
another green balloon. Ride this balloon up to a pair of red balloons, then hop  
west and south onto a green balloon. Ride this balloon up to the Red Frog. 

Green: Hop north onto the first plane that flies by the edge of the cloud. When  
it makes a U-turn, rotate the camera 180 degrees. Then, head north onto the  
cloud when you pass it by. Go north and east to a set of green balloons. Hop  
onto the southernmost balloon and ride it up to a path made up of red balloons.  
At this path, go east, then go north. Jump north off the balloon in the  
northeast corner onto a green balloon. Ride the green balloon up to the Green  
Frog.

Orange: Wait for the pair of planes to fly by. Hop onto the northern plane and  
wait for it to make 2 U-turns, then go north onto the cloud when you pass it  
by. Being mindful of the choppers, head north and then west. When you get to  
the edge of the cloud, hop onto the southern green balloon. Ride it up, then  
hop west across the yellow balloons and onto another green balloon. Take it up  
to the pair of green balloons, then hop west and north. Ride this green balloon  
up to a set of balloons, then hop north across the balloons to get the Orange  



Frog.

Purple: Hop north onto the plane that flies by. Rotate the camera 180 degrees,  
then wait for the plane to make 3 U-turns. When you are directly south of the  
first bug you see, hop north and slide across the cloud to the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Wait for the pair of planes to fly by, then hop onto the northern plane.  
Rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2 button), then ride the plane until it  
makes 4 U-turns and then turns north. Hop east onto the cloud containing the  
Blue Frog. Grab the Blue Frog and celebrate your completion of Zone 6! 

Level Notes 

Airshow Antics is the hardest level in Zone 6. In this level, you can slide on  
the clouds as if they were made of ice. When you slide on a cloud in a  
particular direction, you will continue sliding in that direction until you  
either change directions, run into something, or slide to the edge of the  
cloud. When you're on the clouds, beware of the helicopters that move up and  
down. To help stay safe, you can hop quickly back and forth between two safe  
spaces until you have a safe path. This level will most likely take a few tries  
to learn. As usual, practice, timing, and patience are the keys to winning  
here.

=============================================================================== 
7. Zone 7 - Sewer Zone (Fish Skeleton) - 5 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 7-1 - Bang Bang Barrel 
Level 7-2 - Slime Sliding 
Level 7-3 - Uncanny Crusher (Yellow Frog Level) 
Level 7-4 - Boom Boom Barrel 
Level 7-5 - Reservoir Frogs 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 7-1 - Bang Bang Barrel (Time: 23 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Purple 
Blue 
Orange 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Go north across the oil barrels, rotating the camera 180 degrees if your  
barrel makes a U-turn. At the last barrel, wait until you reach the eastern  
part of the stream, then hop ashore and head west, eating all the Time Flies  
you can. In this next part, wait for the exploding barrel to line up with the  
pair of oil barrels, then hop onto the exploding barrel to propel yourself onto  
the oil barrels. Now, wait for the exploding barrel to the north to line up  
with the newspaper, then hop onto the exploding barrel, propelling yourself  
onto the newspaper. Rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2 button), then wait  
for the newspaper to turn left. Once it turns left, hop east into the opening  
between the boxes. Head south and east, superhopping your way through the boxes  
and to the Red Frog. 

Purple: Follow the Red Frog walkthrough. This time, however, ride the newspaper  



past the boxes and hop off at the northwest corner of the isle. Wait for a  
newspaper to float by two spaces north of where you are, then hop across onto  
it when you get the chance. Ride this newspaper all the way to the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Follow the Red Frog walkthrough up to the point where you're floating  
north on the first newspaper. Then, head west onto the island and superhop up  
the pipes to get the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Take the Blue Frog route, but this time, head further west and superhop  
your way to the Orange Frog. 

Green: Take the route you took for the Orange Frog, then hop west onto the set  
of boxes. Go north, then make your way west and north across the bobbing  
barrels to the Green Frog. 

Level Notes 

Bang Bang Barrel is somewhat difficult the first time through, but it is easily  
learned and beaten with enough practice. This level is the easiest level in  
Zone 7, and is the last relatively easy level in the game, with the possible  
exception of Cactus Point. Just pay attention and don't get caught off guard  
here. Timing is key in this level. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 7-2 - Slime Sliding (Time: 45 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Purple 
Blue 
Orange 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Go north and east. Hop onto the rotating oil barrel below. Make your way  
from barrel to barrel to get the Red Frog. 

Purple: Go north and west, jump onto the bird that flies by, rotate the camera  
180 degrees, and hop east onto the first platform you fly by. Go east and  
superhop onto the raised area when the rat passes by on the east. Go south and  
slide to the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Take the same route you took to get the Purple Frog, but this time hop  
off at the second platform you fly by. Head down the slime ramps, avoid the  
rats, and make your way to the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Go north all the way, then west, north, and east, being mindful of the  
slugs. When you are halfway along the fourth log, hop south and slide all the  
way to the Orange Frog. 

Green: Take the Orange Frog route, but this time, instead of going south at the  
halfway point of the fourth log, go north. Time yourself to make sure not to  
get hit by the drops of slime. When you get to the end of the path, go north  
and east across the newspapers and oil barrels to get the Green Frog. 

Level Notes 



Slime Sliding is fairly frustrating at first, but once you practice enough, it  
becomes second nature. Timing is everything in this level. The slime-covered  
logs act like the clouds in Airshow Antics. Pay attention to the enemies'  
movements so you don't end up sliding into them. If you're about to slide into  
the path of an enemy, quickly hop in the opposite direction, then hop back and  
forth until the path is clear. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c. Level 7-3 - Uncanny Crusher (Time: 40 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Green
Red 
Blue 
Orange 
Purple 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Green: Go north, jump on the newspaper, and ride it all the way to the end,  
making sure not to get hit by the spiked crushers along the way. Superhop onto  
the pipe at the end to get the Green Frog. 

Red: Go north and jump on the newspaper, then hop west onto the oil barrel and  
onto land. Head west through the crushers, then go south and superhop to get  
the Red Frog. 

Blue: Take the Red Frog route, but this time, pass the Red Frog platform and  
head south through the spiked crushers to get the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Hop north onto the newspaper, then hop east onto the oil barrel and  
onto land. Make your way east and south through the crusher, then rotate the  
camera 180 degrees to help with the next part. Hop onto the oil and slide to  
the end of the area. Move over to the right and wait for the spiked crusher to  
clear the path before moving on to the next part. When it's clear, go left and  
up into the corner. Rotate the camera 180 degrees here to help with this next  
part. Go up past another spiked crusher when it's safe, then slide into a side  
wall to be safe. Now, to get through the next part, wait until it's safe to go,  
then slide away from the wall and up the middle. When the spiked crushers close  
in, slide away from the crusher in the row you're in. Keep going through the  
spiked crushers using this method until you get the Orange Frog. 

Purple: Take the Orange Frog route, then continue north. Wait until it's clear,  
then pass the spiked crusher north and west. Head south into the opening to get  
the Purple Frog. 

Level Notes 

Uncanny Crusher is one of the most difficult levels in the game. The west side  
of this level is easy compared to the east side of this level. The only way to  
win here is to practice, practice, practice. The oil acts like the clouds in  
Airshow Antics, so keep that in mind for the east side of the level. Just keep  
trying, and don't get discouraged if you get several Game Overs the first time  
you play this level. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d. Level 7-4 - Boom Boom Barrel (Time: 50 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Purple 
Blue 
Orange 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Go north across the oil barrels, rotating the camera 180 degrees whenever  
you make a U-turn. Hop north to the shore and wait for the exploding barrel to  
get in position for you to make the jump. The exploding barrel should be 1.5  
spaces to the left of the oil barrel to the north. Now, for the next exploding  
barrel, wait for it to line up with the newspaper to make your jump. When you  
land on the newspaper, rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2 button). When the  
newspaper starts going north, hop east into the opening between the boxes, then  
superhop your way south and east to the Red Frog. 

Purple: Follow the Red Frog walkthrough, but this time ride the newspaper past  
the boxes and hop off at the northwest corner of the isle. Wait for a newspaper  
to float by two spaces north of where you are, then hop across onto it and ride  
it to the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Take the Purple Frog route, but this time head west onto the island.  
Dodge the slugs and go north to get the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Take the Blue Frog route, but here, head west past the Blue Frog's  
area, avoiding the slugs, to get the Orange Frog. 

Green: Go west past the Orange Frog's area, being mindful of the slugs, and  
head south if you came from the Orange Frog's area. Otherwise, just go west to  
the bobbing barrel area and head west and north to get the Green Frog. 

Level Notes 

Boom Boom Barrel is somewhat more difficult than its cousin, Bang Bang Barrel.  
The main part that makes this level more difficult is the part where you use  
the exploding barrels to cross the stream in the middle of the level. This is  
one of the most frustrating areas in the entire game. The rest of the level is  
somewhat easier than the exploding barrel area, with the slug area by the Blue  
Frog being the most hazardous area in this part of the level. Practice, timing,  
and patience are crucial to winning here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
e. Level 7-5 - Reservoir Frogs (Time: 60 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Purple 
Green
Blue 
Red 
Orange 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Purple: Rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button). Do this each time you start  



the level. This will be the standard orientation as far as determining which  
direction is which. Now, hop north across the newspapers and oil barrels. When  
you get across, head to the west part of the strip of land to pick up the  
Purple Frog. 

Green: Take the Purple Frog route, then head north. Wait for the exploding  
barrel in the southernmost row to be about one space west of the exploding  
barrel in the third row from the south. Hop onto the first exploding barrel and  
let it propel you to the second exploding barrel, which will do one of two  
things: 1. Launch you onto another exploding barrel which launches you onto the  
island or into the water (usually the former), in which case skip to the next  
part of the walkthrough; or 2. Launch you onto an oil barrel, in which cas eyou  
hop south onto another oil barrel and try to launch yourself onto the island  
using an exploding barrel. When you reach the island, head north and east and  
hop onto the exploding barrel to the east, which launches you from barrel to  
barrel and eventually to the ledge containing the Green Frog. 

Blue: Rotate the camera as directed, then head all the way east. Go south onto  
the oil and slide into the next area. Rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button),  
then make your way forward through the spiked crushers and to the Blue Frog. 

Red: Rotate the camera as directed, then head all the way east, like you did  
for the Blue Frog. This time, however, head north and make your way across the  
newspapers, raccoons, and oil barrels. Once you're across, go north onto the  
slime covered log, then head west to get the Red Frog. 

Orange: Follow the Red Frog walkthrough, but this time, head east at the slime- 
covered log, avoiding the slugs. When you get to the end of that log, head all  
the way north and hop north off the log. Head west, avoiding the slugs as  
always, then face south at the corner of the logs and superhop up to the ledge.  
Now, superhop south up the sloped slime-covered log. To do this, you have to  
get a rhythm going with the hopping. Here's a method that usually works:  
Superhop, wait for Frogger to start sliding down again, then superhop again.  
Repeat as needed. Now that you've made it up the slope, head east. Wait until  
you're over the easternmost log, then hop south. Superhop south up the slimy  
slope to get the Orange Frog and complete Zone 7. 

Level Notes 

Reservoir Frogs is another super difficult level, but with enough practice, it  
can be tamed like any other level. The two main difficult parts in this level  
are the spiked crushers near the Blue Frog and the slime-covered logs in the  
Red and Orange Frog area. In the stream at the beginning, you can jump on the  
exploding barrels to propel yourself to the other side quickly. Like in most  
other levels, try to look for a pattern in the objects' movements and use this  
knowledge to figure out a path to the goal. 

=============================================================================== 
8. Zone 8 - Desert Zone (Cactus) - 5 levels 
=============================================================================== 

Level 8-1 - Cactus Point 
Level 8-2 - Boulder Alley 
Level 8-3 - Tumbling Valley 
Level 8-4 - Crumbled Point (Yellow Frog Level) 
Level 8-5 - Big Boulder Alley 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 8-1 - Cactus Point (Time: 40 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Purple 
Blue 
Orange 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Go north through the buffalo stampede and take the east route at the  
split. Continue going north between the cacti, avoiding the beetles, snakes,  
and falling boulders. Keep going north to get the Red Frog. 

Purple: Head north through the stampede. This time, take the west route at the  
split. Continue going north between the cacti, avoiding the beetle, snakes, and  
boulders to get the Purple Frog. 

Blue: Take the Purple Frog route, but this time, go all the way north and take  
the west path up the incline. When you make it up the incline, the camera  
automatically rotates clockwise. Go all the way south (left), avoiding the gila  
monsters, then head east (toward the screen) to get the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Again, take the Purple Frog route all the way north. This time, go east  
up the incline. When you reach the top of the incline, take a couple of hops  
south, and the camera will automatically rotate counterclockwise. Then, head  
south (right) and avoid the boulders that come your way. At the end of the  
path, go west (toward the screen) to get the Orange Frog. 

Green: Take the Orange Frog route, then wait for a bird to fly by. Hop onto the  
bird and take it to the Green Frog. 

Level Notes 

Cactus Point is fairly easy compared to the rest of the levels in Zone 8.  
Simply look for patterns in the movements of the enemies and the boulders, and  
use that information to figure out a path to the goal. You should have no real  
problem with this level. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
b. Level 8-2 - Boulder Alley (Time: 50 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Green
Blue 
Orange 
Purple 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Go north and east. Wait until the beetle is close to you, then superhop  
over it. Do the same with all beetles in this leve. Now, head east and north,  
superhopping over the beetles, and take the first path east. Head east to the  
spot two spaces west of another series of beetles, then hop north onto the bird  
that flies by. Ride the bird all the way down to the Red Frog. 



Green: Go north, east, and north, superhopping over the beetles. Continue going  
north and go up the path, avoiding the boulders, to the Green Frog. 

Blue: Follow the Green Frog walkthrough. This time, go all the way to the top  
to get the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Go north, east, north, and east, superhopping over the beetles as  
always. Rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2 button), then go south (right),  
east (forward), and north (left), superhopping over the beetles. This is MUCH  
easier said than done. It takes a lot of practice and quite a bit of luck to  
make it through here alive. The main thing to remember here is to avoid getting  
stuck. Now, once you pass that part, rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button).  
Head west along the path, and then climb up the mountain, avoiding the  
boulders. Once you've made it up the second incline, head to a safe spot and  
wait for a bird to fly by on the west. Hop onto the bird and ride it to the  
Orange Frog. 

Purple: Take the Orange Frog route, but this time, go all the way to the top to  
get the Purple Frog. 

Level Notes 

Boulder Alley is probably the second hardest level in the game, with Big  
Boulder Alley being the only level harder than this one. Timing and practice  
are *essential* to beating this level. You must time your jumps over the  
beetles perfectly. Make sure you always have a way out in case of trouble. When  
in doubt, head backwards. In the boulder areas, keep an eye on the shadows and  
make note of the boulder patterns. Simply put, just practice as much as  
possible to get a feel for this level, and don't be surprised if you get a Game  
Over without getting a single frog first. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c. Level 8-3 - Tumbling Valley (Time: 30 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Orange 
Green
Purple 
Red 
Blue 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Orange: Head north when you see the set of four tumbleweeds rolling east-west  
bounce off the west wall. Then, when the set of tumbleweeds rolling north-south  
rolls by, head east and north, then head east and south, dodging the other  
tumbleweeds. Rotate the camera 180 degrees, then go forward to the beetles and  
superhop your way over them and along the path to pick up the Orange Frog. 

Green: Head north to the northwest corner of the tumbleweed area by doing the  
same thing you did in the Orange Frog walkthrough. When it is safe, superhop  
onto the slope, hop east and west, superhop over the next beetle, and head west  
and south, superhopping your way over the beetles to the Green Frog. 

Purple: Follow the Green Frog walkthrough, but this time, instead of  
superhopping onto the incline, go east, then go north. Go to the southeast  
corner of the backwards L-shaped set of falling platforms, then follow these  
directions (be careful of the vultures here while doing this): 3 hops west,  



wait for the vultures to clear, 1 hop south, 3 hops west, and 5 hops north,  
picking up the Purple Frog. 

Red: Follow the Purple Frog walkthrough, but this time, head north at the first  
falling platform you encounter. Then, head east, north, and east again, being  
careful not to get hit by boulders, to get the Red Frog. 

Blue: Take the Red Frog route, but this time, head west at the northernmost  
part of your journey to get the Blue Frog. 

Level Notes 

Tumbling Valley is a fairly difficult level, but it isn't as hard as, say,  
Reservoir Frogs or Uncanny Crusher. The first time you play this level, you'll  
probably get a few Game Overs, but, as always, with enough practice, you can  
beat this level easily. Timing is essential in this level, especially in the  
first part of the level, where you must make your way through a tumbleweed- 
filled area. In this area, you should try to make your way clockwise around the  
area. Overall, you'll probably have some problems winning at first, but you  
should eventually beat this level with no problems. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d. Level 8-4 - Crumbled Point (Time: 70 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Purple 
Blue 
Orange 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Head north through the buffalo stampede and take the east path. Continue  
going north between the cacti, avoiding the beetles and the snakes. When you  
pass the cactus area, head north and east (mainly north) through the falling  
boulder area and capture the Red Frog sitting in a cave to the north. 

Purple: Take the Red Frog route up to the boulder area. Here, head north and  
west (mainly west) and pick up the Purple Frog sitting in a cave to the west. 

Blue: Go north through the buffalo stampede and take the west path. Continue  
north through the cactus and boulder areas, being mindful of the beetles,  
snakes, and falling boulders. When you get to the end of the path, rotate the  
camera clockwise (R2 button) and head west (forward) up the slope. Dodge the  
boulders here, then head south (left) when you reach the top. Avoid the gila  
monsters and follow the path south (left) all the way to the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Take the Red Frog route, but this time, head west and north up the  
middle of the boulder area. At the end, rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2  
button) and head east (forward) up the slope, dodging the boulders. At the top  
of the incline, go south (right) and dodge the boulders and vultures littering  
this area. When you reach the end of the path, go west (toward the screen) to  
pick up the Orange Frog. 

Green: Take the Orange Frog route up to where you got the Orange Frog. Wait for  
a bird to fly by, then hop onto it and take it to the Green Frog. 



Level Notes 

Crumbled Point is a much more difficult version of Cactus Point. The number of  
boulders in this level is approximately double the number of boulders in Cactus  
Point. Also, the gila monsters nearly double in frequency as well. To get  
through the boulder areas, simply keep an eye on the shadows of the boulders  
and find patterns in the boulders' movements. Timing and practice are the keys  
to winning here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
e. Level 8-5 - Big Boulder Alley (Time: 75 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Blue 
Orange 
Purple 
Green
Red 

Frog Walkthroughs 

Blue: Head north, east, and north, superhopping over the beetles. When you get  
bast the beetle area, go north up the mountain, avoiding the falling boulders.  
(Hint: Wait for both boulders to go by before continuing onward.) When you get  
to the top of the mountain, go north to find the Blue Frog. 

Orange: Go north, east, and north again, superhopping over the beetles, then  
take the first path east. Being mindful of the vultures and the beetles, head  
all the way east to get the Orange Frog. 

Purple: Take the Orange Frog route up to the last set of beetles. Wait at the  
space just west of the line of beetles, rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2  
button), then go south (right), east (forward), and north (left), superhopping  
over the beetles like last time. This time, however, you must also take care  
not to get hit by the vultures as well as the beetles. This will take a LOT of  
practice, and most likely several Game Overs before you master this. Once you  
reach the end of this area, rotate the camera clockwise (R2 button) and head  
west. Then, head north and east, going up the mountain. Dodge the boulders and  
head up the mountain. A good way to avoid the boulders here is to wait for all  
of them to fall onto the path, then hop from one side to the other. Do this  
until you reach the top. When you reach the top, go north to get the Purple  
Frog.

Green: Follow the Purple Frog walkthrough up to the base of the mountain.  
Bypass the mountain and continue going north to the ledge with the boulders  
falling on it. Wait for a bird to fly by the ledge on the west, then carefully  
make your way to that ledge and hop onto the bird, avoiding the boulders. This  
might take a few tries to execute successfully. Hop on the bird and ride it to  
the bottom. Rotate the camera counterclockwise (L2) button, then head south. In  
the area with the tumbleweed, go clockwise, hugging the sides and avoiding the  
tumbleweed. Go west to another area, then go north to the last area. Hop north  
across the crocodile heads, being careful not to get bitten or fall in the  
water, and get the Green Frog. 

Red: Take the Green Frog route, but this time, when you jump off of the bird,  
head southeast to a passage. Go east through the passage, then go south and  
east to the next area, avoiding the gila monster in the meantime. In this final  
area, go counterclockwise in order to avoid the tumbleweed. Go to the northeast  



corner to get the Red Frog, completing Zone 8. Congratulations, you only have  
one zone and one level to go! 

Level Notes 

Big Boulder Alley is the hardest level in the entire game. Not only do you have  
to watch out for beetles and boulders, but you also have to watch out for  
vultures. On the bottom of the levels, you have to watch out for tumbleweed and  
other monsters, which can be very difficult at times. Practice, timing, and  
patience are the keys to beating this level. Simply put, Big Boulder Alley is  
not for the faint of heart. 

=============================================================================== 
9. Zone 9 - Tropical Zone (Banana) - 1 level 
=============================================================================== 

Level 9-1 - Tropical Trouble (Yellow Frog Level) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a. Level 9-1 - Tropical Trouble (Time: 45 seconds) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Suggested Frog Order 

Red 
Blue 
Orange 
Purple 
Green

Frog Walkthroughs 

Red: Hop north across the crocodiles and the logs to the strip of land with two  
rhinos. Dodge the rhinos, then head north and west and hop onto the log  
floating by. Hop north across the hippo and another log onto another piece of  
land with a pair of rhinos. Head east, avoiding the rhinos, to the next area.  
Make your way around the man-eating (frog-eating?) plants to get the Red Frog. 

Blue: Take the Red Frog route up to the first strip of land you reach, and head  
west, dodging the rhinos. Then, head south, avoiding the fish, and pick up the  
Blue Frog.

Orange: Take the Blue Frog route, but this time, head all the way west,  
avoiding the rhinos, and then head all the way north to the scorpion area,  
avoiding the monkey going around the tree. Then, in the scorpion area, take the  
southern path east, avoiding the scorpions, and cross the log over the river.  
Hop east past the carnivorous plant and past the monsters, then head north to  
the next area. Here, go north and east, avoiding the monsters, to get the  
Orange Frog. 

Purple: Take the Orange Frog route, heading west at the end instead of east. Go  
west until you reach a bridge, then go south across the bridge to get the  
Purple Frog. 

Green: Take the Purple Frog route, but this time, go all the way west to the  
southwest corner and superhop onto the stone there. Superhop your way north and  
east to the Green Frog. Congratulations! You have beaten Frogger! But wait,  
there's more... 

Ending: Take the Purple/Green Frog route, but this time, head north at the  



temple and go inside. In here, head north, superhop onto the platform  
containing the Yellow Frog, and enjoy the ending :) 

Level Notes 

Tropical Trouble is the final level of the game. As always, pay attentiont o  
the enemies' movements as well as the movements of the crocodiles and the logs  
in the river. This level is of moderate difficulty and should not be too  
difficult for you, provided you went through all the other levels first. 

******************************************************************************* 
XI. Yellow Frog Walkthrough 
******************************************************************************* 

=============================================================================== 
1. Zone 1 - Level 1-5 - Retro Level 5 
=============================================================================== 

In this level, the Yellow Frog appears on a log where the Purple Female Frog  
usually appears. 

=============================================================================== 
2. Zone 2 - Level 2-4 - Spinning Lilies 
=============================================================================== 

To get the Yellow Frog in this level, take the same route you took to get the  
Blue Frog, only this time, head south onto the island at the opening between  
the two trees. Go clockwise around the bushes (watch out for the dog) to get  
the Yellow Frog. 

=============================================================================== 
3. Zone 3 - Level 3-2 - Canopy Capers 
=============================================================================== 

To capture the Yellow Frog here, just take a little detour on your way to the  
Green Frog. When you cross the river, head east into another log, then head  
north, being mindful of squirrels, and get the Yellow Frog. 

=============================================================================== 
4. Zone 4 - Level 4-1 - Scorching Switches 
=============================================================================== 

On your way to the Purple Frog, simply grab the Yellow Frog sitting on the  
platform between the second pair of rotating platforms you encounter. 

=============================================================================== 
5. Zone 5 - Level 5-3 - Webs Cavern 
=============================================================================== 

To get the Yellow Frog, follow these directions: 1 hop east, 22 hops north, 10  
hops east, 9 hops north, 1 hop east, superhop. Be careful of the tarantulas in  
the Yellow Frog area. 

=============================================================================== 
6. Zone 6 - Level 6-4 - Airshow Antics 
=============================================================================== 

To get this Yellow Frog, take the Orange Frog route up to the second green  
balloon you come across, then hop south to get the Yellow Frog. 



=============================================================================== 
7. Zone 7 - Level 7-3 - Uncanny Crusher 
=============================================================================== 

In this level, take the Purple Frog route, but at the spiked crusher after the  
Orange Frog, head north and east to get the Yellow Frog. 

=============================================================================== 
8. Zone 8 - Level 8-4 - Crumbled Point 
=============================================================================== 

In this level, take the Blue Frog path, but at the end of the cactus area, head  
west through the cacti, hop north, let the camera automatically rotate, then go  
forward to get the Yellow Frog. 

=============================================================================== 
9. Zone 9 - Level 9-1 - Tropical Trouble 
=============================================================================== 

The Yellow Frog is located in the temple, and is covered in detail in the  
regular walkthrough for the level. 

******************************************************************************* 
XII. Codes
******************************************************************************* 

Courtesy of GameFAQs (www.gamefaqs.com) 

All Zones Open 

Pause during gameplay and press Right, Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle, R1,  
L1, R1, L1, and Circle. A message will display to confirm that you have  
correctly entered the code. 

Infinite Lives 

Pause during gameplay and press Right, Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle, and  
X. A message will display to confirm that you have correctly entered the code.  
(Note: To turn off this code, simply reenter the code, and another message will  
display to confirm that you have correctly entered the code. Also, to exit  
while the code is still on, you can either turn off the code and expend all of  
your lives, or you can press Select and quit the game.) 

******************************************************************************* 
XIII. Additional Help 
******************************************************************************* 

If you need help with any of the following, please e-mail me at  
nickbush24@gmail.com: 

  -Clarification of something 

  -Possible mistakes in the guide 

  -Suggestions for alternate solutions 

  -Suggestions on how to improve this guide (adding something, removing  
something, etc.) 

  -Any information you feel that I should include in this guide 



  -Any other questions, comments, or suggestions pertaining to this guide 

In your e-mail, include your name (or alias, but I would prefer it if you  
included your real name) so I can recognize you in this guide if you send me  
information. Also, be sure to include "Frogger FAQ" in the subject line. 

If you wish to send any of the following, please e-mail it to  
youare@amoron.com: 

  -Abusive comments 

  -Flame mail 

  -Spam 

  -Viruses

  -Attachments of ANY kind (I will ignore and delete your e-mail) 

  -"Chain" letters 

  -Inbox flooding from a single or multiple addresses 

  -Any other e-mail that I deem useless (just use common sense, people) 

Doing any of the above will guarantee that your e-mail will not be read, and  
depending on the circumstances, your e-mail address will be blocked from  
sending me e-mail. 
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******************************************************************************* 
XVI. Disclaimer/Legal Information (PLEASE READ) 
******************************************************************************* 

This guide is intended for use solely on GameFAQs (www.gamefaqs.com) and on IGN  
(faqs.ign.com) and may not be hosted on any other site or otherwise publicly  
displayed without advance written permission. This guide may not be reproduced,  
in part or in whole, under any circumstances except for personal, private use.  
You may not use this guide to profit in any way. Violation of these terms is  
strictly prohibited, and you will lose all privileges to use this guide if you  
do so. 

If you wish to host this guide on your website, you must e-mail me asking  
permission to use it. When you host this guide on your site, it may not be  
altered in any way. If you alter it in any way, you will be subject to legal  
action. 

If you are found to be engaging in unauthorized use of this guide, you will  
first be notified via e-mail. You will be given a chance to remedy the  
situation within a reasonable amount of time. Once you have remedied the  
situation, you must inform me via e-mail that you have done so. Include any and  
all relevant links pertaining to the situation at hand. If you fail to respond  
to the notification and/or you fail to cease all violating activities, you will  
be notified a second time regarding your activities. If you continue to  
disregard these notifications, or you continue to engage in unauthorized use of  
this guide, you will be subject to legal action. 

To those hosting this file (other than GameFAQs): It is recommended, but not  
required, to update this file on your site. I will e-mail you when I update it,  
but you do not have to respond or update the file on your site. If you do  
update this file, be sure to update the guide in full and make sure not to  
violate any part of this disclaimer in doing so. When you update this guide on  
your site, send me an e-mail informing me that you have done so. 

If, at any time, you wish to remove this guide from your site, you may do so.  
You must e-mail me informing me you have removed this guide from your site when  
you have done so. You are free to host this guide on your site again at any  
time, however. Just send me an e-mail with all relevant information, and I will  
re-confirm you. 

You may not reproduce this guide under any circumstances other than personal,  
private use. If you wish to reproduce this guide for personal, private use  
only, you must not alter it in any way or publicly display it on any website,  
magazine, or any other form of media, regardless of whether you profit from  
this guide or not. Doing so can and will result in legal action. 

By using this guide, you agree to adhere to the aforementioned terms. You also  
understand that I reserve the right to deny or revoke your privileges to use  
this guide at any time. 

If you wish to include any part of this guide in another written work, you must  
recognize this guide as the source of the information you used. 

This document is subject to all local and international copyright laws.  

******************************************************************************* 
XVII. Conclusion 
******************************************************************************* 



All trademarks and copyrights contained in this document are owned by their  
respective trademark and copyright holders. 

The latest version of this guide can always be found at GameFAQs  
(www.gamefaqs.com). It is highly recommended that you check  
http://www.gamefaqs.com/console/psx/game/20063.html for updates of this guide,  
for those of you reading this guide on a site other than GameFAQs. 

Thank you for using this FAQ! 

~NickBush24~ 

This document is copyright NickBush24 and hosted by VGM with permission.


